
ON A VARIATIONAL COMPLEX FORDIFFERENCE EQUATIONSElizabeth L Mans�eld and Peter E HydonAbstrat. A variational omplex for di�erene equations is de-sribed, yielding a haraterization of di�erene Euler Lagrangeequations.1. Variational methods for di�erene systemsThe variational omplex enables several fundamental problems tobe resolved. For di�erential equations, this omplex has been shownto be exat, and the resulting homotopy operators an be used to on-strut onservation laws [O℄. At present, it is not lear how to disretizedi�erential equations so as to preserve onservation laws. This prob-lem has been studied by using Hamiltonian or Lagrangian strutures todevise a disrete analogue of Noether's theorem [WM, M℄. However,to deal with arbitrary di�erene equations, a disrete analogue of thevariational omplex is needed.There is no a priori translation of the ontinuous variational om-plex to the disrete ase. The main reasons are that there is no deRham omplex on Zp, and neither S nor S � id are derivations (obeya Leibnitz rule). The variational omplex we onstrut in this artilewas designed for the disrete Euler-Lagrange operator that is obtainedwhen a disrete variation of a disrete ation is alulated in the nat-ural way. The proof of the main result, that the omplex is formallyloally exat, is fully detailed in [HM℄, together with a disrete ver-sion of Noether's theorem, a disussion of the ontinuum limit of ouromplex, and more examples.It has been known for some time that a disrete analogue of thevariational omplex should exist whih is independent of any impliit1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 49J10, 39A12.Key words and phrases. alulus of variations, di�erene equations.1



2 ELIZABETH L MANSFIELD AND PETER E HYDONontinuum limit [K℄, and we start by desribing the alulations fora simple example. In x2 we desribe the analogues of the horizontaland funtional vertial omplexes that will be splied together to formour full variational omplex, and an analogue of integration by part-s. We follow the line of argument for the ontinuous ase, as well asthe notation, of [O℄ where appropriate. In x3 we splie the omplex-es together, and prove the resulting omplex is exat at the spliingpoint.We onlude with open problems.1.1. A simple example. We onsider a simple example on a one-dimensional lattie. Suppose a disrete Lagrangian density is given byLn = u2nun+2and that the ation is the disrete analogue of the integral, namely thesum of Ln over the lattie. Thus we take the ation to beW =Xn Ln =Xn u2nun+2:Then the variation of the ation is given by�W = Xn;m �Ln�um�um= Xn �2unun+2�un + u2n�un+2	= Xn �2unun+2 + u2n�2	�unby a hange of dummy variable in the seond summand. For the ationto be zero for all variations �un, we onlude thatE(Ln) = 2unun+2 + u2n�2 = 0; for all n:In general, if S is the shift operator sending un to un+1, we havethat �W =Xn;m �Ln�um�um =Xn;m �S�m �Ln�un+m��un � 0for arbitrary �un, if and only ifE(Ln) =Xm S�m �Ln�un+m = 0for all n. We take n to be the generi index, and write \E(Ln) = 0 forall n" as E(L) = 0. Then E(L) = 0 is a di�erene equation, just as theEuler-Lagrange equation of a ontinuous Lagrangian is a di�erentialequation.



ON A VARIATIONAL COMPLEX FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 3It is simple to see that the Euler operator is zero on total di�erenes,the analogue of total divergenes. That is, E(Sf � f) � 0 for all f .Next, we onsider the analogue for the Helmholtz ondition on oursimple example. Thus, we seek to show that the linearization of E(L)is self-adjoint. Set P = E(L) = 2unun+2 + u2n�2. De�neDP (Q) = dd� �����=0P (u+ �Q) = 2(un+2Qn + unQn+2 + un�2Qn�2)We take the inner produt on the Hilbert spae `2 of square summablesequenes, and observe thatDP (Q) �R = 2Xn (un+2Qn + unQn+2 + un�2Qn�2)Rn= 2Xn (un+2Rn + un�2Rn�2 + unRn+2)Qn= DP (R) �Qwhere we have used a hange of dummy variable in the last two sum-mands. Thus, the operator DP is formally self-adjoint.We write the Helmholtz ondition as the map H given byH(P ) = DP �D�P :Then in fat we have a sequene of maps, � � �S� id, E, H � � � satisfyingthe ondition that the omposition of two adjaent maps is the zeromap, that is, � � � im(S�id) � ker(E), im(E) � ker(H) � � � The fat thatthe omplex we desribe is loally exat means that these inlusions arein fat equalities, when the domains of the funtions involved are \star-shaped". Further, in [HM℄, homotopy operators are given whih solvethe problem of �nding a pre-image.2. The Horizontal & Vertial ComplexesWe onsider disrete equations on a p-dimensional lattie. Theindependent disrete variables are denoted n1, : : : np. The dependentvariables u1, : : : uq are assumed to be smooth and to take values in C .Definition 2.1. A smooth funtion depending on n, u�n and �nite-ly many iterates of u�n is written as P [u℄. The algebra of suh funtionsis denoted A while the algebra onsisting of `-tuples of suh funtionsis denoted A`.Definition 2.2. We de�ne the shift map in the nk diretion to beSku�n = u�(n1;::: ;nk+1;::: ;np) = u�n+1k(2.1)



4 ELIZABETH L MANSFIELD AND PETER E HYDONand write the omposite of shifts using multi-index notation asSK = SK11 : : : SKpp(2.2)so that u�n+K = SKu�n. The shift map ating on A is given bySkP (n; : : : ; u�n+K; : : : ) = P (n+ 1k; : : : ; u�n+K+1k; : : : )(2.3)2.1. The Horizontal Complex. Let Ex(p) be the exterior alge-bra on p symbols �1; : : :�p, so that�2i = 0; �i�j = ��i�j:Definition 2.3. We de�ne the algebra of horizontal forms to beEx = [n2ZpEx(p)with oeÆients in A and pointwise multipliation and addition.A typial element of Ex takes the form! = X1�j�pPi1i2:::ij [u℄�i1�i2 : : :�ij(2.4)where Pi1i2:::ij [u℄ 2 A.Definition 2.4. The shift map ating on elements of Ex is de�nedby (2.3), Sk(�i) = �i and Sk(�!) = S(�)S(!), so that Sk on the typialelement (2.4) isSk! = X1�j�pSk(Pi1i2:::ij [u℄)�i1�i2 : : :�ij :There is a natural grading of Ex. We say ! 2 Exj, j = 1 : : : p if! = Xi1 6=���6=ij Pi1i2:::ij [u℄�i1�i2 : : :�ij :Further, Ex0 = A.Definition 2.5. The total di�erene map � : Exj�!Exj+1 is�(!) = pXk=1�k � (Sk � id)!(2.5)for j = 0; : : : ; p� 1.On the typial element (2.4), we have�(!) = X1�j�p pXk=1(Sk � id)(Pi1:::ij [u℄)�k�i1 : : :�ij :



ON A VARIATIONAL COMPLEX FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 5Example 2.6. If ! = n1un1n2un1+1;n2�2 then�(!) = [(n1 + 1)un1+1;n2un1+2;n2 � n1un1n2un1+1;n2℄ �1�2:Sine the maps (Sk� id) ommute pairwise, the proof that �2 = 0is standard.Theorem 2.7. The horizontal omplex0�!C i�! Ex0 ��! � � � ��! Exp(2.6)where i is the inlusion map, is exat; that is,ker���Exj = im�jExj�1for j = 1; : : : p� 1 and ker�jEx0 = C .The proof of this result, whih is long and tehnial, is given in[HM℄. Note that � is not a derivation, that is, �(w�) 6= (�w)� �w(��). Hene � does not respet the natural produt struture onEx. Further, there is no obvious sense in whih the spae Ex1��n an beonsidered as the dual spae to some tangential objet. The geometrimeaning of this exterior horizontal omplex, if there is one, remains tobe investigated.2.2. Vertial forms.Definition 2.8. A vertial k form is a �nite sumbw = X�;n1:::nk P�n1:::nk [u℄du�1n1^ : : :^du�knkwhere the oeÆients P�n1:::nk [u℄ 2 A. We de�ne the di�erential bd to bebd( bw) =X�;nj X�;n1:::nk ��u�nj P�n1:::nk [u℄du�nj^du�1n1^ : : :^du�knk :Example 2.9. For bw = nundun+1 � u2n+2dun+2,bdbw = ndundun+1.Sine any given vertial form an depend on only �nitely many ofthe iterates, it is readily seen that the b� omplex with di�erential bd isan extension of the well-known de Rham omplex, with independentvariables u�J ; the ni play the role of parameters. Indeed, bd is bilinear,is a derivation, bd(bw^b�) = d bw^b� + (�1)k bw^bd b�and satis�es bd 2 = 0. The Poinar�e lemma for the ontinuous vertialomplex extends immediately to yield the following result.



6 ELIZABETH L MANSFIELD AND PETER E HYDONTheorem 2.10. The vertial omplexb�0 bd�! b�1 bd�! b�2 bd�! : : :(2.7)is exat.Definition 2.11. The shift map on vertial forms is de�ned to belinear, to ommute with bd, and to satisfy S(b! ^ b�) = S(b!) ^ S(b�)together with the standard ation on the oeÆients given in (2.3).Hene Sjdu�n+K = du�n+K+Ij and SKdu�n = du�n+K:(2.8)2.3. Funtional forms. The right hand side of the disrete vari-ational omplex is a quotient of the vertial omplex desribed aboveunder an equivalene relation. In the ontinuous ase, two funtionsare equivalent if they di�er by a total divergene, while here we saythat two funtions of the iterates are equivalent if they di�er by a totaldi�erene. The equivalene lasses are said to be funtionals.Definition 2.12. We de�ne an equivalene lass on A by,f � g () f � g = pXk=1(Sk � id)hkfor some (h1; : : : ; hp) 2 Ap. The set of funtionals F is de�ned to bethe set of equivalene lasses,F = A= � :We denote the equivalene lass of f 2 A by P f . The notationreets the (formal) identity that PK fK = 0 if f is a total di�erene.Note that F is not an algebra, that is, produts of funtionals are notfuntionals.An equivalene relation on b�k of vertial k-forms an be de�nedsimilarly,bw � bw1 () bw = bw1 + pXi=1 (Si � id)b�i b�i 2 b�kfor some b�i, i = 1; : : : ; p, where Si ats on b�i aording to the de�nition(2.11). Again, we denote the equivalene lass of bw byP bw. The equiv-alene lasses are alled funtional forms, and the set of equivalenelasses b�k= � is denoted by �k�



ON A VARIATIONAL COMPLEX FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 72.4. Analogue of integration by parts. In the ontinuous vari-ational omplex, muh use is made of the produt (Leibnitz) rule ofdi�erential alulus, and the onsequent integration by parts, at everystage in the proof of exatness of the ontinuous variational omplex.In the disrete ase studied here, neither the shift maps Si nor thedi�erene maps Si � id obey the Leibnitz rule.First note that given two sequenes ffng, fgng, we have the identity1X�1(Sf)n gn = 1X�1 fn+1 gn = 1X�1 fn gn�1 = 1X�1 fn(S�1g)nby a hange of dummy variable. Further, given f , g 2 A, and lettingS denote Sj for some j,(Sf)g � f(S�1g) = (S � id)(fS�1g)Hene, we have P(Sf)g =P f(S�1g)(2.9)using both the de�nition and the natural interpretation. Equation (2.9)is our analogue of \integration by parts".2.5. The vertial funtional omplex.Definition 2.13. If w =P bw is a funtional k-form orrespondingto the vertial k-form bw, de�ne the variational derivative to beÆw =P bdbw:It is simple to show that bdSj = bd, and therefore that Æ is well-de�ned. Further, sine bd 2 = 0, it follows immediately that Æ2 = 0.Theorem 2.14. The vertial funtional omplex0�!�0� Æ�! �1� Æ�! � � �(2.10)is exat. 3. The disrete variational omplexDefinition 3.1. The Euler-Lagrange operator ating on an el-ement of A, orresponding to a dependent variable u� isE�(f) =XK S�K�u�n+K (f):The Euler-Lagrange operator ating on an element of Exp isE(f�1 � � ��p) = qX�=1E�(f) du�:



8 ELIZABETH L MANSFIELD AND PETER E HYDONWe let � : b��!�� denote the projetion whih takes a vertial formto its equivalene lass, �(b!) =Pb!. Then the disrete variationalomplex is, writing � Æ E as E0�!C�!Ex0 ��! Ex1�!� � � ��! Exp E�! �1� Æ�! �2� Æ�! � � �(3.1)Consider Figure 1, with E(f)du written for P�E�(f)du�n.��! Exp�1 ��! Exp E�! b̂1�?y ?y�0�! ^0� Æ�! ^1� Æ�! ^2��!f �1 � � ��p E�! E(f)du�?y ?y�P f Æ�! PE(f)duFigure 1. Spliing the horizontal and vertial funtion-al omplexesLemma 3.2. Æ Æ � = � Æ E.Proof. Using the disrete `integration by parts' formula (2.9)� Æ E(f) = PP�E�(f)du�n= P�P�;K(S�K�u�n+Kf)du�n�= P�P�;K(�u�n+Kf)(SKdu�n)�= P�P�;K �u�n+Kfdu�n+K�= P bdf= Æ Æ �(f)where SK is de�ned in (2.2) and we have used the ation of the shiftmaps on vertial forms given in (2.8).Theorem 3.3. The variational omplex is exat at Exp and at �1�.Spei�ally,(A) The Euler Lagrange operator has for its kernel preisely those fun-tions in A that are total di�erenes, that is,PE(f)du = 0,P f = 0



ON A VARIATIONAL COMPLEX FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 9(B) The variational derivative Æ���1� has for its kernel preisely thoseexpressions whih are Euler-Lagrange equations, that is,Æ(PP� f�du�) = 0, f� = E�(L) for some LProof. To show Part A, note thatPE(f)du = 0() �ÆE(f) = 0() Æ Æ�(f) = 0() �(f) = 0()P f = 0 or f is a total di�erene,where we have used the preeeding Lemma and the exatness of (2.10).To show Part B, if !� 2 �1� is suh that Æ!� = 0, then by exatnessof the vertial funtional omplex, there exists �� 2 �0� suh that Æ�� =!�. But �� =P � = �(�) for some � 2 b�0. Hene !� = Æ�(�) = �E(�),showing that !� is in the image of �E as required. Sine � 2 Exp it isof the form L�1 � � ��p, with L 2 A. The desired Lagrangian is L.So, what do these results mean for the study of systems of partialdi�erene equations? Given f1 = 0, f2 = 0, : : : , fq = 0 in the de-pendent variables u�, � = 1; : : : ; q, we write down an element of ��1,namely f = f1du1n + f2du2n + � � �+ fqduqn:This involves deiding whih equation belongs to whih dependent vari-able, that is, for whih j is fi = Ej(L) for some (as yet unspei�ed) L.Assigning the wrong fi to eah dujn will result in the disrete Helmholtzondition failing, i.e. Æf 6= 0, and the fat that the system is an Euler-Lagrange system may be missed. Worse is if the system is only e-quivalent to an Euler-Lagrange system, for example, if E1(L) = g1,E2(L) = g2, and f1 = g1 + g2, f2 = g1 + Sg2. Even for the ontinuousase, the general equivalene problem, of deteting when a system isequivalent to an Euler-Lagrange system, is open. (See [O℄ x5.4)Given that Æf = 0, we may use the homotopy operator for thevertial funtional omplex to �nd L. We show the results for a singleordinary di�erene equation. The general result may be found in [HM℄.Example 3.4. A speial ase of the �rst disrete Painlev�e equationis P � un+1 + un + un�1 + �n+ �1 + un + � = 0(3.2)([GNR℄; we have translated un to 1 + un to simplify our alulationshere). This equation satis�es DP = D�P and hene a Lagrangian existsfor this equation. Calulating the homotopy yieldsL = R 10 P [�u℄un d�= R 10 ��un + �(un+1 + un + un�1)un + �n+ �1 + �unun� d�= �un + 12(un+1 + un + un�1)un + (�n+ �) log(1 + un)



10 ELIZABETH L MANSFIELD AND PETER E HYDONIt is straightforward to hek that E(L) = P .4. Open problems� The geometri meaning of the horizontal omplex.� The relationship to other versions of a variational omplex fordi�erene equations, designed to have spei� ontinuum limitsinluding boundary behaviour ([KP℄, Chapter 8).� Comparisons with disretizations of variational priniples, to p-reserve sympletiity [WM℄ or \integrability" [V℄.� Formulation of a disrete variational omplex for Lagrangianswhih are invariant under a group ation (f. [AP℄).Referenes[AP℄ I.M. Anderson and J. Pohjanpelto, The ohomology of invariant variationalbiomplexes, Ata Appl. Math., 41 (1995), 3{19.[GNR℄ B. Grammatios, F.W. Nijho� and A. Ramani, Disrete Painlev�e Equations,in \The Painlev�e Property, One Century Later" [R. Conte, Editor℄, CRMSeries in Mathematial Physis , Springer-Verlag, Berlin, pp. 413{516 (1999)[HM℄ P.E. Hydon and E.L. Mans�eld, A variational omplex for di�erene equa-tions, preprint UKC/IMS/00/32, University of Kent, U.K., 2000.[KP℄ W.G. Kelley and A.P. Peterson, Di�erene Equations, Seond Edition, Har-ourt/Aademi Press, San Diego, 2001.[K℄ B.A. Kupershmidt, Disrete Lax equations and di�erential-di�erene alu-lus, Ast�erisque, vol 123, Soi�et�e Math�ematique de Frane, 1985.[M℄ S. Maeda, Canonial struture and symmetries for disrete systems, Math.Japonia, 25 (1980) 405{420.[O℄ P.J. Olver, Appliations of Lie groups to di�erential equations, Seond Ed.,Graduate Texts in Mathematis, vol 107, Springer Verlag, New York, 1993.[V℄ A.P. Veselov, Integrable disrete time systems and di�erene operators,Funkts. Anal. Prilozhen., textbf22 (1988), 1{13.[WM℄ J.M. Wendlandt and J.E. Marsden, Mehanial Integrators derived from adisrete variational priniple, Physia D106 (1997), 223{246.Institute of Mathematis and Statistis, University of Kent, Can-terbury, Kent, CT2 7NF, England.E-mail address : E.L.Mansfield�uk.a.ukDepartment of Mathematis and Statistis, University of Surrey,Guildford GU2 5UX, England.E-mail address : P.Hydon�surrey.a.uk


